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Abstract: It is a truth universally acknowledged that an
author in possession of a manuscript must be in want of a
good publisher. When the manuscript is a cookery book,
the well-known examples of Eliza Acton, reputedly
inspired by a conversation with Mr Longman, and Isabella
Beeton, who collaborated with her publisher husband,
clearly demonstrate that publishers play a key role in
determining whose ideas circulate, to whom they are
presented and in what form.
By the middle of the nineteenth century the British book
trade had transformed into a mass manufacturing industry
and British publishers saw the colonies as promising
markets for their expanding business. Cassell and Ward
Lock established offices in Melbourne in 1884 and
Australia and New Zealand became the prime destination
for all categories of British books. Throughout the latter
half of the nineteenth century books imported into
Australia continued to facilitate the movement of British
culinary culture. As local print culture developed, colonial
publishers remained reluctant to take risks on homegrown cookery writers and actively promote their work.
This paper examines how the development of the book
trade and local publishing in Australia influenced the
availability of culinary literature. Through an exploration
of the experiences of local cookery writers and an
examination of the categories of books produced in
Australia it demonstrates the impact local publishers had
on the movement of culinary knowledge and their
influence on the progress of Australian culinary culture.

The importance of cookery books as historical documents
and cultural artefacts is by now well established.1 Seduced
by what can be learnt from the contents it is sometimes
easy to forget that what cookbooks are available to the
reading public at any time is influenced by the prevailing
publishing strategies and all the factors which determine
the availability of books in general. Bibliographer
Elizabeth Driver argues that “whatever angle of inquiry
scholars may take in approaching a culinary text, the
essential underpinning is the publishing history of the
book itself.”2 The focus of this paper is on cookbooks as
commodities sold in the market, products of the social,
political, and economic environments in which they are
produced and circulated, with a view to providing an
introduction to the role of publishing and the local book
trade in the transmission of culinary knowledge and the
development of an Australian culinary culture.

The Development of the Book Trade in Australia
For the best part of 100 years from the arrival of the British
in 1788 the only cookery books available in the Australian
colonies were imported. The local infrastructure for
supplying the Australian market with books on a
commercial scale, let alone for publishing books specifically
designed for a local audience, took time to establish. The
increase in population in the Australian colonies resulting
from the gold rushes of the 1850s meant a greater demand
for books in general. By the 1880s print culture was well
developed but the local trade was still heavily dependent on
books imported from Britain.3
Australian publishers began exercising more control
over the local trade in the latter half of the nineteenth
century at the time British publishers began to send out
visiting representatives to deal directly with local clients. In
1884 the well-established British firms Cassels and Ward
Lock located permanent resident representatives in
Australia. Australian publishers struggled to compete with
this infiltration of British importers able to ship large
quantities of cheap books, backed by the ready-made
turnover and cash-flow budget of their parent companies, a
situation which persisted well into the twentieth century.
Further hampered by a small and widely scattered
population, most local firms remained some combination
of printer, bookseller, wholesaler of imported and local
titles, and/or stationer for whom publishing was a sideline.4 From 1889 to 1953 Australia remained the largest
market for books exported from Britain.5 It has been
estimated that before World War II as much as 85 per cent
of the books sold in Australia came from Britain.6 What
percentage of these were cookbooks is not recorded. While
there is ample evidence of the availability of a wide
selection of imported titles in the nineteenth century,
newspaper advertising from the 1920s and 1930s is sparse
and suggests the range of overseas publications was narrow
and their distribution limited.
By the end of the nineteenth century some local
booksellers had arrangements with British publishers to
have their own imprint on popular cookery titles. Ward
Lock produced an edition of Mrs Beeton’s Cookery Book and
Household Guide with the imprint of local bookseller
E. W. Cole of Cole’s Book Arcade Melbourne.7 Similarly
Frederick Warne and Co. provided Cole with Cole’s
Domestic Cookery, a condensed version of Warne’s Model
Cookery8 while Cassell & Company produced versions of
Cassell’s Shilling Cookery for both Cole and the Foy and
Gibson department store.9 This rebranding of successful
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British titles indicates the
Number of New Titles
interest of overseas publishers
in the Australian market and Type of Publication
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<1890
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the close association of local
1900
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1920
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1940
booksellers with overseas
Promotion of product or
116
4
7
5
7
29
64
suppliers. It also hints at an
service
(31.3%)
increasing local interest in the
Fundraiser for charity or
91
potential of cookery titles.
7
10
13
28
33
organisation
(24.6%)
By far the most valuable
For sale by individual
79
resource for a study of the
8
18
14
18
16
5
author
(21.3%)
publishing history of
For sale by printer or
75
Australian cookery books is
3
1
3
11
6
51
publisher
(20.2%)
John Hoyle’s Annotated
Textbook or government
9
Bibliography of Australian
1
3
5
publication
(2.4%)
Domestic Cookery Books.
Based on holdings in libraries
Total new local titles*
15
33
33
49
82
158
370
and private collections the
bibliography covers books
27
76
86
173
337
460
Total number issued†
1159
printed and/or published in
(2.3%) (6.6%) (7.4%) (14.9%) (29.1%) (39.7%)
Australia before 1951 which
* This total only includes new titles for which the earliest date of publication could be determined.
have at least four pages of
† This total includes books and reprints, whether or not a publication date could be determined.
recipes, and a total of more
Figure 1: Summary of cookery books published in Australia from 1860s to 1940. All data derived from
than twenty recipes for
John Hoyle, An Annotated Bibliography of Australian Domestic Cookery Books, 1860s to 1950
domestic cooking.10 The data
(Willoughby, NSW: Billycan Cook, 2010) with additional information added by the author.
in Figure 1 is derived from
this bibliography and represent those titles for which the
of the business archives of booksellers and publishers, the
earliest date of publication could be determined (either as
piecing together of detailed relationships between
provided or estimated by Hoyle), broken down by category
cookbook authors and their publishers in Australia is
based on the motivation for publication.11 While Hoyle’s
difficult, and other sources directly relevant to the
bibliography is not necessarily complete and an exact date
publication of Australian cookery books are few. A notable
of publication could only be established for around
exception is Jennifer Alison’s mining of the Angus and
60 percent of all the new titles issued to 1951, it is possible
Robertson archives for information of Harriet Wicken and
to identify trends in the publishing of cookery books in
her Kingswood Cookery Book.15
Australia over time.12
Wicken had already published a version of her
Kingswood Cookery Book in London, which was being sold
in Melbourne by George Robertson & Co, before she
Getting Published
arrived in Australia in 1886.16A graduate of the National
In the latter years of the nineteenth century, buoyed on a
Training School for Cookery, Wicken quickly set about
wave of nationalist sentiment in the approach to the federation
gaining a reputation for herself as an accomplished cookery
of the Australian states in 1901, local publishers began to
teacher. She then negotiated with George Robertson & Co,
see potential in cookbooks written for Australians by
at the time Australia’s most professional bookseller, to
Australians. Of the 48 new local titles published up to and
bring out an Australianised version of the Kingswood which
including 1900, 42 were published after 1885, and the
was published in 1888.17 For the third edition of the
majority of these were attributable to individual authors.
Kingswood, the second to be published in Australia, Wicken
There were several ways in which a budding author could
turned to the Sydney paper manufacturers and printers,
negotiate to have her work in print.13 She might decide to
Edwards, Dunlop & Co.18 In this instance Wicken included
sell the copyright outright to a printer/publisher, or contract
in the text the names of distributors of “the various things I
to lease her copyright for a certain time. Alternatively, the
mention in my recipes” all of whom advertised in the book,
parties could come to some agreement over costs and profit
helping to offset some of the costs of publication.19 The
sharing, usually with the author meeting all the initial
details of both of these arrangements are unknown but it is
expenses and paying the publisher a commission on sales in
probable they were both largely self-funded.
return for warehousing, distribution, and advertising. In
Fortunately for Wicken, Angus and Robertson
the twentieth century it was more common for publishers
(hereafter A&R), saw potential in the Kingswood and in
to offer a royalty contract with the publisher bearing all the
1896 made an offer to take over its publication.20 At this
costs of production and the author guaranteed a fixed
stage A&R, founded in 1886, had only 25 or so titles to
percentage of the sale price.14 Unfortunately, in the absence
their name, most of which were either theological, medical
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or scientific works, but they were branching out with active
and professional marketing and a greater concentration on
Australian literary works.21 Confident of success if properly
advertised to the public, distributed by them and “pushed”
to booksellers, A&R offered Wicken a royalty and
published the fourth edition of the Kingswood in April
1898.22 Sales did not meet the publisher’s expectations but
they continued negotiations and secured the rights to
publish for another five years.23 A fifth edition of the
Kingswood was produced in 1900 but A&R did not renew
their agreement with Wicken and the stereos and moulds
were sold to Whitcombe and Tombs who issued the sixth
and final edition in 1905.24
Wicken’s experience provides several clues as to how the
book trade influenced the available culinary literature. The
dominance of the London based book trade meant that
most Australian businesses saw themselves as booksellers
(largely retailers of imported books) rather than publishers.
When they did publish, they did so as a service to authors
rather than through an interest in either nurturing local
talent or producing cookbooks per se.25 Would-be authors
needed to have confidence in their worth and the ability to
negotiate acceptable terms. Only one side of the dialogue
between Wicken and her publishers has been preserved,
but the correspondence from A&R makes it clear that
Wicken kept a keen eye on her financial situation and was
not about to unquestioningly accept whatever terms she was
offered. When Hannah Maclurcan first approached a publisher
in Melbourne, her reputation as a cook in Queensland held
little sway and her manuscript was rejected. Undeterred
Maclurcan returned home to Townsville in northern
Queensland, where she paid the local printer and helped set
the type to produce Mrs Maclurcan’s Cookery Book.26 The
book’s many editions owed much to Maclurcan’s
determination and her career as a renowned hotelier.
Lily Fowler was a teacher at The College of Domestic
Economy in Melbourne when she approached George
Robertson & Co. to produce Miss Fowler’s Cookery Book in
1910. The company proposed they would produce and
publish a first edition of 5000 copies at their own expense
and would be entitled to the whole of the proceeds of any
monies received from advertisers in this first edition.
Robertson reserved the right to set the price of the book
and would pay Fowler a royalty on all copies. However, for
second and subsequent editions the author was required to
canvas for advertisements and the publisher would not
proceed until they had received signed orders for £50
worth of advertising. Any proceeds of advertising beyond
£50 were to be divided equally between author and
publisher. Fowler would again receive a royalty on every
copy sold. The likelihood of any more than one edition
rested squarely on Lily Fowler.27 She did engage with
Robertson for a second edition and then sought out
different publishers for the subsequent three versions, no
doubt seeking better terms.28 Poor returns meant that
many authors could not finance their work beyond one
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impression. There is no way of knowing how many potential
authors were discouraged by the expense involved or the
need to bargain over contracts.
According to A&R print runs of books financed by
their authors tended to be small, of the order of 3000 or
5000 copies, and attracted a high trade price. Small print
runs were all that publishers were prepared to risk and all
that authors, especially those publishing for the first time,
could afford to finance themselves. High trade prices
ensured a reasonable return to the publisher but deterred
retailers since it minimised their profits and meant they
had little incentive to promote these titles. A&R were
exceptional in “pushing” their titles by sending out review
copies to newspapers and journals, in total 263 for the
Kingswood, and offering attractive terms to large retailers.29
Most publishers had little commitment to self-funded
works which meant that they were often limited in their
distribution and rarely widely advertised.30 Wilhelmina
Rawson learnt this lesson when she discovered copies of her
first book languishing in the printer’s store while the trade
was unaware that they were still available.31
While publishers were anxious to secure titles which
would sell, they were wary, especially of untried authors, and
contracts reflected their caution.32 A&R made it clear that
having decided to publish a cookery book they would
prefer to have Wicken’s than “run the risk of a new one.” 33
In the case of cookbooks, the available evidence suggests
that publishers favoured authors with qualifications and an
established reputation. Wicken had both and by the time
A&R approached her she had served for several years as an
instructor at Sydney Technical College. In the first half of
the twentieth century, the majority of the individual authors
whose titles ran to several editions were teachers, who, like
Wicken, had trained in Britain or had been schooled in the
principles of the National Training School for Cookery at
training colleges in Sydney or Melbourne. Prominent
teachers, Lucy Drake (Swinburne Technical College,
Melbourne), Flora Pell (Collingwood Domestic Arts School,
Melbourne) and Wicken’s protégée, Amy Schauer (Brisbane
Technical College), all of whom established a reputation
beyond the classroom, had books continuously in print
throughout the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s.34 Teachers not only
had a guaranteed market among their students (both Drake
and Schauer were successful in having their works endorsed
as textbooks), they also had a public profile which added to
their authority and helped promote their books.
The reluctance of publishers to take a chance on new
titles let alone unqualified authors contributed to a steady
decline in the number of books attributable to an individual.
The dominance of the works by recognised authorities saw
the perpetuation of the precepts of the domestic science
movement, with the emphasis on economy, cleanliness, and
a serious, practical, methodical approach to cookery. It was
these books which reinforced British derived notions of
good taste and consolidated good, plain cooking as the
desirable standard until after World War II.
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Chasing Volume and Raising Funds
The firm of A&R was outstanding in the local trade for
adopting the policy of “doing something for Sydney and
Australia” by fostering and promoting Australian literature.35
To do so they needed to establish a solid backlist, titles that
would provide large print runs and regular reprints, and it
seems that this was what they had hoped for in publishing
the Kingswood. 36 Initially it was the printing of school
textbooks which made publishing popular fiction viable
and in 1914 A&R also contracted with the NSW Public
School Cookery Teacher’s Association to publish The
Commonsense Cookery Book.37 By 1944, 273,000 copies had
been produced for school and domestic use.38 Earlier still,
before they parted company with Wicken, A&R took over
the publication of the Cookery Book of Good and Tried
Receipts, compiled to raise funds for the various charitable
works of the Women’s Missionary Association of the
Presbyterian Church in New South Wales. First issued in
1895, A&R produced the seventh edition of Good and
Tried Receipts in 1902, bringing the total number of copies
in print to 45,000.39 From then on 25 or 30,000 copies
were printed every two or three years so that by the
twenty-second edition, in 1940, 421,000 copies were in
circulation.40 By comparison A&R’s print runs for the
Kingswood had only totalled 13,000 copies.41
Fundraising cookbooks were an attractive proposition
for publishers. The W.M.U. Cookery Book of Tried Receipts,
in aid of the Queensland Presbyterian Missions, first
published in 1894, was revised and enlarged over 17 editions
and by 1949 168,000 copies had been printed.42 The Goulburn
Cookery Book, which Mrs Foster (Jean) Rutledge gifted to
the Anglican Diocese of Goulburn in 1904, ran to 270,000
copies by the 40th edition printed in 1940.43 From 1924 to
1944 some 95,000 copies of The Green and Gold Cookery
Book , in support of the King’s School, a joint venture of the
Baptist and Congregational churches in South Australia,
were issued.44 To put these figures into perspective,
historians Richard Nile and David Walker suggest that in
the 1930s a literary work which sold 2000 copies was
considered a best seller.45
Just how many fundraising cookbooks were produced in
Australia is impossible to determine with any accuracy. The
best estimate, based on Hoyle’s bibliography, is that around
25 percent of all the new titles published in the period to
1940 were initiated to support some worthy cause.46 Of
these 67 percent were produced after World War I in aid of
the Red Cross, to benefit returned servicemen, to support
branches of the Country Women’s Association (from the
1930s onwards), or simply to galvanize a small community
to commemorate a particular event or finance a specific
project. The popularity of these recipe collections perhaps
acted to discourage both publishers and individual authors
from attempting to compete. Firms with contracts to
produce fundraising cookbooks had no motivation to seek
out new titles or take chances with new authors. Long-

running publications were cheaply produced – free of any
illustrations, printed on poor quality paper, crammed with
recipes, and chock full of advertising – and priced to be
affordable but still give both the printer and the sponsor a
reasonable return while providing booksellers a margin of
profit that would encourage them to promote fundraising
books ahead of other less lucrative titles.47 To have their
works priced competitively individual authors like Pell and
Fowler also had to reduce their costs or accept reduced
profits.
Nicola Humble describes a change in the style of books
produced in Britain after World War I. Replacing “the
hefty close-packed cookery manuals of the years before the
war” this new breed of books, written by society hostesses
and restaurateurs, were “elegant, witty and allusive, printed
in refined typefaces and laid out with wide margins on
thick creamy paper.”48 No such transformation occurred in
Australia. In addition, while many of these long-running
titles were added to and revised over time, not all were
regularly updated. Pell’s Our Cookery Book was unchanged
for thirty years.49 Revisions and changes were costly.
Adding a supplement was a cheap way of including new
content without having to reset the whole book but
large-scale updates were likely to coincide with either the
replacement of old printing plates or a change of publisher.
Lily Fowler took the opportunity to make some alterations
each time she moved to a new publisher.50 Except for a
28-page supplement of health recipes added in 1930, the
Goulburn was unaltered from 1904 until revised and
re-issued as The New Goulburn Cookery Book in 1937.51
Similarly the Hobart Cookery Book, produced by the
Hobart Methodist Central Mission, was unchanged for 40
years, while the first large scale revision of the PWMU
Cookery Book of Victoria came about after more than
twenty years at the time the original printing blocks
needed to be replaced.52
The sheer number of fundraising cookbooks indicates
they had a significant role in shaping Australian culinary
culture. These collections derived their credibility from the
perceived association of the recipes with ordinary, everyday Australian household practice, which in turn they
worked to establish. The products of conservative
organizations, these books also advocated practicality,
economy, and simplicity, confirming rather than
challenging the status quo established by the works of
Drake, Fowler, and Pell et al. Perhaps the notion that
Australian food was “backward, British and bland” in the
interwar years also owes something to the plain, utilitarian
look of the most popular cookbooks of the time.53
Cookbooks as Advertising
While the recipes in these fundraising collections
responded to local ingredients and local conditions, they
were rarely entirely original. Most were recycled, although
adapted and tweaked, from other recipe books, or gleaned
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from newspapers or magazines. Women’s columns in
Australian newspapers had been facilitating the exchange
of recipes and culinary advice since the 1870s, nonetheless
newspaper and magazine proprietors themselves showed
little interest in the potential of collating these recipes and
in the main the women who wrote for the women’s page
were journalists, interested in a career as writers, not cooks.
Zora Aronson, “Thalia” of the women’s page in the Sydney
Mail, was one such aspiring writer who did cash in on the
reputation she had earned for her culinary knowledge by
publishing XXth Century Cooking and Home Decoration on
her own account. 54 Similarly, The Worker Cookbook,
comprised of recipes contributed to the Worker newspaper,
was the brainchild of Mary Gilmore, a journalist and
published poet who edited the Worker’s women’s page,
rather than an initiative of the management.55 This situation
changed after World War I and gained momentum as
developments in technology sped up the printing of
newspapers and allowed for increased production. With
the steady growth of a more consumer orientated society,
newspapers, and women’s magazines, which proliferated in
the inter-war years, came to recognise cookbooks as a form
of advertising which could increase sales. Hoyle’s bibliography
suggests that more than 30 per cent of new titles published
between 1931 and 1940 were initiated by a printer.
Some were substantial collections, including “The
Woman’s Mirror” Cookery Book, which was cloth bound,
ran to 400 pages, and claimed to contain 2000 recipes
gathered from the pages of The Australian Women’s Mirror.
56 More often this promotional material took the form of
booklets of 30 or so pages, stapled into paper wrappers,
which were either given away free or sold very cheaply. The
“Homecrafts” series was associated with several journals
which came under the umbrella of the Herald newspaper.57
Another popular series was published by David Syme and
Co, proprietors of the Age newspaper and its companion
The Leader, a weekly magazine intended for a rural
audience. In 1928 The Leader initiated a column called
“The Spare Corner” and from this developed The Leader
Spare Corner Book, a collection of recipes and household
hints contributed by readers.58 With the exception of
Everylady’s Cook-Book, which Fitchett Brothers
commissioned Lucy Drake to compile to promote their
Everylady’s Magazine, these publications drew on the
wisdom of the crowd, like the fundraising compilations, or
relied on the authority of the, often pseudonymous, expert
of the women’s page.59
In a market dominated by reprints of well-worn works,
new ideas, innovative uses of ingredients and more creative
approaches to cooking came from this promotional
material and advertising sponsored by the manufacturers
of new appliances and convenience products. Using
cookbooks as a vehicle for advertising was hardly new.
What may be the first cookbook printed in Australia was
sponsored by an ice manufacturer and authors like Wicken
and Drake had benefitted from producing promotional
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material.60 After World War I advertising material became
more widely available. Of the new titles issued between
1921 and 1940, nearly 40 per cent were produced in
support of a product or service.61 Many of these
promotional publications bypassed the book trade
altogether, either given away free or purchased for the cost
of a couple of postage stamps. Some like Davis Dainty
Dishes issued by Davis Gelatine Limited, which provided
67 pages of neatly set out recipes printed on gloss paper and
enhanced by coloured photographs and illustrations, also
looked more professional, modern, and appealing than
standard bookshop fare. All had the advantage of
immediacy and direct access to their target audience.
The Role of the Publisher
Elizabeth Driver suggests that, given every cookbook has a
unique publishing history set within the national context
of a country’s publishing industry, knowing that history
helps to both interpret the meaning between the covers and
understand the book’s significance within the society that
produced it.62 To date there has been little interest in the
publishing history of Australian cookbooks. This paper is
an attempt to begin to address that deficiency. Even this
brief survey indicates that the unsophisticated, conservative
nature of the publishing industry was a factor in determining
whose ideas circulated, limiting the flow of new ideas and
maintaining British influence on Australian culinary
culture. To better understand how Australians developed
new tastes, more attention needs to be given to the
publishing history of the cookbooks produced after 1940.
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